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Travel reliability is the most essential determinant for operating the transit sys-
tem and improving its service level. In this study, an optimization model for the
electric transit route network design problem is proposed, under the precondi-
tion that the locations of charging depots are predetermined. Objectives are to
pursue maximum travel reliability and meanwhile control the total cost within a
certain range. Constraints about the bus route and operation are also considered.
A Reinforcement Learning Genetic Algorithm is developed to solve the proposed
model. Two case studies including the classic Mandl’s road network and a large
road network in the context of Zhengzhou city are conducted to demonstrate the
effectiveness of the proposed model and the solution algorithm. Results suggest
that the proposed methodology is helpful for improving the travel reliability of
the transit network with minimal cost increase.
1 INTRODUCTION
Reliability is widely regarded as one of the fundamental
factors influencing residents’ choices of travel mode. Traf-
fic congestion, energy consumption, and air pollution have
been significant issues for large cities. Sustainable trans-
portation modes, especially public transport, are expected
to offer attractive alternatives to private cars (Gao et al.,
2020; Gao et al., 2021; Iliopoulou, Tassopoulos et al., 2019).
Transit network is the “infrastructure” of the bus transit
system that determines the efficiency and service level of
public transport (Yao et al., 2014). The transit route net-
work design problem (TRNDP) is a complex optimization
problem, which has been a topic of research interest for
more than 40 years (see relevant review studies of Gui-
haire & Hao, 2008; Ibarra-Rojas et al., 2015; Iliopoulou,
Kepaptsoglou et al., 2019; Kepaptsoglou & Karlaftis, 2009).
In existing studies, user and operator costs were usually
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minimized to reflect the transit network design models
(Iliopoulou, Kepaptsoglou et al., 2019). User cost mainly
includes travel time, waiting time, and the number of
transfers. Operator cost is usually related with the num-
ber and length of bus routes, fleet size, and operation
hours. Travel reliability is significant for passengers as
an essential performance measure for transit systems (C.
Liu & Murphey, 2020; Yao et al., 2014). For the unreli-
able bus transit systems, passengers need to accommo-
date more time or poor service levels to ensure punctu-
ality. Although there is a significant body of literature on
TRNDP, a few studies have addressed the travel reliabil-
ity involved in this problem. Yan et al. (2013) and Yao
et al. (2014) presented robust optimization models consid-
ering travel time reliability. Considering travel time and
passenger demand uncertainties, Liang et al. (2019) con-
structed a two-step model framework to determine a set
of bus routes in the transit network and corresponding
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departure frequencies. However, in the above research, the
random part is expressed by the variance of travel time
or delay. Essentially, the travel time of each road link is
deterministic when the objective function is calculated.
The objective function is still to minimize the total travel
time.
Electric vehicles are deemed to be a solution for reduc-
ing air pollution and greenhouse gas emissions (Y. Xu et al.,
2021). Electric buses based on the battery technologies have
been presently introduced into the public transport sys-
tems around theworld (Häll et al., 2019). They are regarded
as the future of public transport in view of their signifi-
cant environmental and energy advantages (Fusco et al.,
2013; Iliopoulou&Kepaptsoglou, 2019; Pternea et al., 2015).
The introduction of electric buses brings new complexi-
ties to the planning process of public transport as com-
pared to the regular buses (Häll et al., 2019). Optimization
models need to consider special attributes, range limita-
tions, and charging facilities of electric buses to success-
fully integrate them into the transit network (Häll et al.,
2019). Iliopoulou, Tassopoulos et al. (2019), Iliopoulou and
Kepaptsoglou (2019), and Pternea et al. (2015) optimized
both the electric transit network layout and the charging
facilities deployment. Y. Liu et al. (2020) put forward a
model for the electric TRNDP (E-TRNDP) to minimize the
total cost of users and operators, which determined the bus
routes, frequencies, and the location of charging depots
simultaneously.
In this context, we extend the state-of-the-art by inves-
tigating the E-TRNDP with foci on optimizing not only
the total cost (including the user cost and the operator
cost) but also the travel reliability. The notion of travel reli-
ability is introduced as the ability for bus passengers to
reach desired destinations under given travel time bud-
get constraints and service level constraints. An optimiza-
tion model for the E-TRNDP considering travel reliabil-
ity is then formulated. A Reinforcement Learning Genetic
Algorithm (RLGA) is furthermore developed to solve the
proposed model.
The remainder of this paper proceeds as follows. Subsec-
tion 1.1 offers a literature review on transit network design
and Subsection 1.2 highlights our contributions. Section 2
describes the problem. Section 3 presents the mathemat-
ical formulation. The solution algorithm is presented in
Section 4. Section 5 conducts two case studies and ana-
lyzes the calculation results. Finally, Section 6 provides the
conclusion.
1.1 Literature review
The TRNDP usually concentrates on optimizing several
objectives denoting the efficiency of transit networks
under the constraints from the perspectives of operation
and available resources, including the number and the
length of bus routes, associated frequencies, and the num-
ber of buses (Chakroborty, 2003; Fan&Machemehl, 2006a,
2006b; Kepaptsoglou & Karlaftis, 2009). As a traditional
problem in the transportation field with a large number of
existing studies, there have been some reviewpapers on the
TRNDP (Desaulniers & Hickman, 2007; Guihaire & Hao,
2008; Ibarra-Rojas et al., 2015; Iliopoulou, Kepaptsoglou
et al., 2019).
The TRNDP is generally formulated as a multiobjec-
tive model (Fan & Machemehl, 2006a). Most studies try
to optimize the overall welfare, which combines the inter-
ests of the user and the system (Kepaptsoglou & Karlaftis,
2009). The interests of users mainly include minimiz-
ing travel costs or transfers and maximizing the cover-
age. Benefits for the system are to maximize the level
of service or operational profits and minimize operating
costs. The overall welfare is reflected in the minimization
of user and system costs. There are also studies address-
ing specific goals from the perspective of the environ-
ment. Parameters of TRNDP are also explored in Kepapt-
soglou and Karlaftis (2009). Some are decision variables
determining the layout and operating features (e.g., fre-
quency and bus size). Other parameters express operating
conditions (e.g., demand characteristics, network struc-
ture, and modes), operating strategies and rules, and the
available resources. These constraints are required to for-
mulate a TRNDP model. They are always fixed, deter-
mined, or assumed in advance. Besides, existing studies
showed a variety of methods in solving TRNDP, which
could be divided into four groups, that is, heuristics, analyt-
ical methods, mathematical methods, and meta-heuristics
(Baaj & Mahmassani, 1991; Chakroborty & Dwivedi, 2002;
Iliopoulou, Kepaptsoglou et al., 2019; Kepaptsoglou &
Karlaftis, 2009). Iliopoulou, Kepaptsoglou et al. (2019)
reviewed applications of meta-heuristics for solving the
TRNDP. Meta-heuristics were further divided into single
solution-based and population-based methods. A single
solution-based method improves a single candidate solu-
tion. A population-based method uses a set of candidate
solutions (i.e., the population) (Gendreau & Potvin, 2005;
Iliopoulou, Kepaptsoglou et al., 2019). Particle Swarm
Optimization (PSO), Genetic Algorithms (GAs), and Bee
Colony Optimization are commonly used population-
based methods (Iliopoulou, Kepaptsoglou et al., 2019).
Most models for TRNDP were based on the lengths
or average travel times of road links. However, bus
operations are random because traffic conditions are com-
plex and uncertain (Yao et al., 2014). Yan et al. (2013)
proposed a TRNDP that considered the stochasticity of
travel time and developed a robust optimization model,
which aimed to minimize the sum of operators’ expected
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cost and its variability multiplied by a weighting value.
Yao et al. (2014) introduced the concept of travel time
reliability and used the minimum average travel time of
passengers in the transit network as the optimization
objective. Liang et al. (2019) proposed a stochastic linear
programming model to optimize frequencies and flows of
passenger paths under the condition of travel time and
demand uncertainty. The random or reliability parts in
their models were expressed by the expected and vari-
ance of travel time or delay. Essentially, the link travel
time is still fixed when the objective function is calcu-
lated. Besides, Szeto et al. (2011) proposed a nonlinear com-
plementarity problem formulation for the risk-aversive
stochastic transit assignment problem, considering the in-
vehicle travel time, waiting time, capacity, and the effect
of congestion as stochastic variables simultaneously. Jiang
and Szeto (2016) developed a reliability-based stochastic
transit assignment method, considering the supply uncer-
tainty. Shen et al. (2018) studied a reliability-based transit
assignment model with capacity constraints that adopted
a stochastic overload delay formulation.
In recent years, with electric buses being widely used in
the transit system, some researchers have begun to study
the E-TRNDP. So far, there have been four published stud-
ies. Pternea et al. (2015) developed amodel to consider elec-
tric buses to minimize the weighted sum of user, opera-
tor, and external costs, and introduced a direct bus route
design approach with route structure and directness con-
trol. Iliopoulou and Kepaptsoglou (2019) studied the com-
bined design of transit network and the location of charg-
ing infrastructure and proposed a bi-level formulation. At
the upper level, the candidate bus route set was generated
and evaluated, while at the lower level, the wireless charg-
ing infrastructure was deployed. Iliopoulou, Tassopoulos
et al. (2019) formulated a bi-level optimization model to
jointly design efficient bus routes and identify the required
charging infrastructure. Themultiobjective PSO algorithm
and the mixed linear integer programming model were
combined to solve the model. Y. Liu et al. (2020) pre-
sented an optimization model for E-TRNDP, whose objec-
tives were to minimize the total passengers’ costs and the
total daily operation costs. The decision variables were bus
routes, frequencies, and the charging depots location. The
solution method was based on the Pareto Artificial Fish
Swarm Algorithm (PAFSA), and combined crossover and
mutation operators.
1.2 Our contributions
As discussed in the literature review, the E-TRNDP is an
important research problem from both the theoretical and
practical perspectives. This paper is different fromprevious
studies that allowed buses to charge during dwelling at bus
stops (Iliopoulou & Kepaptsoglou, 2019; Iliopoulou, Tas-
sopoulos et al., 2019). It concentrates on E-TRNDP under
the precondition that the layout of charging depots is avail-
able. Buses charge at the charging depots, which is in
line with the current practice. Specific contributions are as
follows:
1. An optimization model for the E-TRNDP is proposed,
whose objective is to pursue maximum travel reliabil-
ity and meanwhile keep the total cost within a certain
range. Factors such as charging strategies, the calcu-
lation model of the number of electric buses, and the
total cost calculation model considering electric buses
are all taken into account. Reliable transit network
could thus be provided and the service level could be
improved.
2. An RLGA is developed to solve the proposed opti-
mization model, which enriches the solution methods
of TRNDP. The performance of RLGA is investigated
through comparing it with the Multi-Population GA
(MGA).
3. Two case studies including the classic Mandl’s road
network and a large road network of Zhengzhou city
are used to illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed
methodology.
Besides, this study is different from Yan et al. (2013) in
the following four aspects:
1. Objective function (design philosophy): The earlier
study by Yan et al. (2013) aims to minimize the total
travel time cost using the mean-variance model, while
treating travel time reliability in the constraint. In this
study, the objective is to find a transit network design
scheme with the objective to maximize the travel relia-
bility andmeanwhile keep the total costwithin a certain
range.
2. Definition of travel reliability: Unlike the travel time
reliability introduced by Yan et al. (2013), this study cap-
tures the travel reliability, considering the travel condi-
tions during the transit journey (Ceder, 2016; Jenelius,
2018).
3. Research target: The research target of this study is
an electric transit network, and there are differences
in charging strategies, the calculation model of the
required number of buses to operate the transit net-
work, as well as the total cost calculation model.
4. Solution algorithm: The simulated annealing solution
method was used in Yan et al. (2013). In the solution
process, the travel time reliability constraints cannot
be dealt with separately. The solution results can only
be continuously tested to verify whether the reliability
4 TONG et al.
F IGURE 1 The small numerical example
constraints are met. To make the travel between any
nodes meet the reliability requirements, this is feasi-
ble for a small-size network. However, when the size of
the road network is large, it may be difficult to obtain a
satisfactory solution. Hence, RLGA is used to solve the
optimization model in this study.
2 PROBLEMDESCRIPTION
Most existing TRNDP studies seek to minimize the user
or operator cost, without considering the travel reliabil-
ity. Travel time is an implicit objective for minimization
(Kepaptsoglou & Karlaftis, 2009). Such an objective can
obtain a good solution of the total travel time. However,
excessive travel delays may happen for some travelers. A
road network with five nodes and six links in Figure 1 is
used as a simple numerical example to illustrate the prob-
lem. 𝐐 in Equation (1) is the bus travel demand matrix of
origin-destination (OD) pairs. 𝑞𝑖𝑗 (𝑖 = 1, 2, . . . , 5; 𝑗 = 1, 2, . . . ,
5) is the bus travel demand between node 𝑖 and node 𝑗. The
number on link 𝑙𝑖𝑗 is the travel time between node 𝑖 and
node 𝑗. Assume the TRNDP is to design a transit network
consisting of one bus route, with the objective to minimize
the total travel time of passengers. Using the enumeration
method, the optimal solution (denoted as plan A) can be
obtained, that is, a bus route with nodes sequence 1-2-3-
4-5. For plan A, the total travel time of bus passengers is
𝑓𝐴 = 266 min, whereas for plan B (i.e., a bus route with
nodes sequence 1-2-5-3-4), the total travel time of bus pas-
sengers is 𝑓𝐵 = 274 min. Apparently, the total travel time
of plan A is smaller than that of plan B. However, travelers’
acceptability of delays is limited. With the increase in bus
travel delays, the service level and travelers’ willingness to
choose public transport will be greatly reduced. The delay
value acceptable to travelers is not a fixed value, but a vari-
able related to theminimum travel time (X. Xu et al., 2018).
Travel delay here is used to reflect the travel time differ-
ence between the shortest bus path in the designed tran-
sit network and the shortest path in the road network. As
shown in matrix 𝐃(𝐴) and 𝐃(𝐵), for plan A, there are more
OD pairs with travel delay per passenger equal to 4 min;
for plan B, the largest travel delay is only 2 min. Moreover,
we define the tolerance threshold as the ratio of the short-
est bus travel time in the designed bus network against the
shortest travel time in the road network to compare the
two plans. For plan A, the proportion of travelers whose
travel time of the shortest bus path is more than twice the
shortest path in the road network is up to 29.2%. When the
ratio is more than three times, the proportion is 8.3%. For
plan B, these two values are only 20.8% and 0%, respec-
tively. Themethod pursuing theminimum total travel time
of the transit system may cause delays of some passen-
gers to be high and unacceptable. Besides, the operation
and construction of public transportation are mostly based
on government grants in China; local transit agencies take
more priorities on the benefit of passengers than the ben-
efit of themselves (Yao et al., 2014). Therefore, a method
that aims at maximizing the travel reliability of the transit
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is the travel delay per passenger from node 𝑖 to
node 𝑗 in plan A; 𝑑(𝐵)
𝑖𝑗
is the travel delay per passenger from
node 𝑖 to node 𝑗 in plan B.
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Many studies have shown that travel time reliability is an
important attribute for the satisfaction of public transport
users and most public transport reliability have focused
quite narrowly on travel times (Jenelius, 2018). However,
there are good reasons to expect that travelers value a reli-
able public transport service also in terms of travel condi-
tions during the journey (Ceder, 2016; Jenelius, 2018). It is
well established that travelers experience in-vehicle travel
time more negatively if the vehicle is crowded, especially
when it is impossible to get a seat (Cantwell et al., 2009;
dell’Olio et al., 2011; Jenelius, 2018). Hence, the probabilis-
tic approach is used to model the transit travel reliabil-
ity. It is defined as the probability for bus passengers to
reach desired destinations within an acceptable travel time
and under an acceptable crowdedness condition. How-
ever, the travel reliability and the total cost are not neg-
atively correlated. Targeting travel reliability may or may
not cause an increase in the total cost; similarly, an increase
in the overall cost may not necessarily improve travel
reliability. A bi-objective optimization model is therefore
established to integrate the travel reliability and the total
cost.
Moreover, the E-TRNDP is to determine a set of bus
routes that are operated by electric buses. Electric buses
recharge at charging depots. Operational characteristics
such as range limitations, battery charging duration, and
state of charge (SOC) constraints should also be consid-
ered. The following assumptions are used. First, buses can
only be charged in predetermined charging depots. A bus
traveling along a bus route from the start bus stop to the
end bus stop in the upstream direction of the route and
then returning along the route (i.e., the downstream direc-
tion of the route) is known as a service trip (C. Liu &
Murphey, 2020). Idle trips denote nonservice trips where
buses run between the charging depots and the start/end
bus stops of service trips. At the beginning of operation,
a bus will leave the nearest charging depot with full bat-
tery power for a service trip, and then return to the same
charging depot for charging at the end of a service trip.
This charging strategy is more favorable for maintaining
the battery life (Zhang et al., 2020). Therefore, the cost of
the battery can be greatly reduced. Second, the bus fleet is
assumed to be homogeneous. Buses have the same battery




The road network used by the transit system is denoted by
an undirected network 𝐆 = (𝐕, 𝐄), where 𝐕 is the set of
nodes and𝐄 is the set of links.𝐐 is the set of travel demands
of OD pairs. 𝑞𝑖𝑗 is the travel demand from node 𝑖 to node
𝑗. A bus route with two reversed passenger transport direc-
tions is defined by a sequence of nodes in the road network
passed by this bus route. A candidate solution to the E-
TRNDP is specified by a set of bus routes𝐗𝑦 . For a designed
transit network, a bus path from node 𝑖 to node 𝑗 consists
of a set of bus route segments that are linked in sequence.
Dijkstra algorithm, for example, can be used to obtain the
bus path for each OD pair (Yao et al., 2014). Assuming the
travel times of links are mutually independent, travel time
of the bus path for OD pair between node 𝑖 and node 𝑗 can
be calculated as the sum of travel times of links covered
by the used bus route segments, the delays at the inter-
sections, the dwelling times at bus stops, and the transfer















where 𝑇𝑖𝑗 is the stochastic travel time of the shortest bus
path between node 𝑖 and node 𝑗; 𝐋𝑖𝑗 is the set of links cov-
ered by the used bus route segments in the shortest bus
path between node 𝑖 and 𝑗; 𝐖𝐓𝑖𝑗 , 𝐃𝐖𝑖𝑗 , and 𝐓𝐑𝑖𝑗 are
the set of intersections, the set of bus stops, and the set of
transfer bus stops along the bus path, respectively; 𝑇𝑙 is the
travel time of link 𝑙; 𝑇𝑤𝑡 is the delay at intersection𝑤𝑡; 𝑇𝑑𝑤
is the dwelling time at bus stop 𝑑𝑤; 𝑇𝑡𝑟 is the transfer time
at transfer bus stop 𝑡𝑟.
The objective function in Equation (5) maximizes the
travel reliability and the objective function in Equation (6)
minimizes the total cost. As summarized in existing stud-
ies, the total cost of a transit system usually consists of two
parts: the user cost and the operator cost. As there is no
emission in the operation of electric buses, the environ-






𝑅𝑖𝑗 ⋅ 𝛽𝑖𝑗 (5)
min 𝑍2 = 𝐶
(1) + 𝐶(2) (6)
where 𝑛 is the number of nodes in set 𝐕; 𝑅𝑖𝑗 is the travel
reliability for OD pair from node 𝑖 to node 𝑗; 𝛽𝑖𝑗 is the
weight factor of travel demand 𝑞𝑖𝑗;𝐶(1) is the user cost;𝐶(2)













, 𝛿𝑖𝑗 ≤ 𝛿max
}
(8)
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F IGURE 2 Shortest bus path in the designed transit network
and the shortest path in the road network
where 𝑇𝑖𝑗 is the stochastic travel time of the shortest bus
path between node 𝑖 and node 𝑗; 𝑇max
𝑖𝑗
is the threshold of
𝑇𝑖𝑗; 𝛿𝑖𝑗 is the ratio of the actual number of passengers in the
bus to its capacity on the shortest bus path between node 𝑖
and node 𝑗; 𝛿max is the threshold of 𝛿𝑖𝑗 .
The setting of 𝑇max
𝑖𝑗
depends on the travelers’ tolerance
for travel delays. Travelers have a certain degree of sub-
jectivity regarding the acceptable delay of the selected bus
path, and their main psychological reference is the travel
time of the shortest path in the road network. Figure 2
shows the difference between the shortest bus path in the
designed transit network and the shortest path in the road
network. A bus path may involve transfer and use more
than one bus routes. Hence, 𝑇max
𝑖𝑗











is the threshold of 𝑇𝑖𝑗; 𝑇𝑖𝑗 is the stochastic
travel time of the shortest bus path in the designed tran-
sit network; 𝜁 is the tolerance coefficient, 𝜁 ≥ 1; 𝑃𝑆𝑖𝑗 is the
set of links covered by the shortest path between node 𝑖 and
node 𝑗 in the road network; 𝐿𝑙 is the length of link 𝑙; 𝑣𝑙 is
the free-flow speed on link 𝑙.
It should be noted that 𝛿𝑖𝑗 is changing dynamically for
different links on a bus path. After transit assignment,
the passenger flow of each link on each bus route can be
obtained. Then 𝛿𝑙, 𝑖𝑗 for each link 𝑙 on the shortest bus path
between node 𝑖 and node 𝑗 can be calculated. The maxi-
mum 𝛿𝑙, 𝑖𝑗 is used as 𝛿𝑖𝑗 for travel reliability calculation.
Charging is essential for extending the service life of
electric buses, because a large discharge range will accel-
erate the reduction of on-board battery capacity. Therefore,
impacts of charging factors should be considered in terms
of operator cost. The number of electric buses required for
operation will be larger. There will also be idle time during
the charging round trip from the start or end bus stop to
F IGURE 3 Bus operation process
the charging depot, as shown in Figure 3:













































































, 𝐶(2)ope, and 𝐶
(2)
idl
are the cost of electric buses, the
cost of bus operation, and the cost of idle driving, respec-
tively;𝑁𝑘 is the number of electric buses required for oper-
ation of bus route 𝑘;𝑇ope
𝑘
is the daily operation hours of bus
route 𝑘; 𝐿𝐸𝑁𝑘 is the length of bus route 𝑘; 𝑣𝑘 is the average
operation speed of bus route 𝑘;𝑓𝑘 is the departure headway
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of bus route 𝑘; 𝑄max
𝑘
is the peak load point of bus route 𝑘;
𝑁𝑐 is the capacity of an electric bus; 𝐿idl𝑘 is the distance of
idling running; 𝑇idl
𝑘
is the time of idling running; 𝑇rec
𝑘
is
the charging time; 𝑤1, 𝑤
(2)
bus




rates for 𝐶(1), 𝐶(2)
bus





3.2.1 Length of the bus route
The length of a bus route should be moderate. An over-
length bus routemay lead to uneven distribution of passen-
ger flows,which further reduces the operation efficiency. A
too short bus route will reduce the utilization rate of buses
and increase the transfer time:
𝐿𝐸𝑁min ≤ 𝐿𝐸𝑁𝑘 ≤ 𝐿𝐸𝑁max (17)
where 𝐿𝐸𝑁min and 𝐿𝐸𝑁max are the minimum and maxi-
mum length of the bus route, respectively.
3.2.2 Nonlinear coefficient of the bus route
The nonlinear coefficient 𝜂𝑘 is the ratio of the actual length
of a bus route to the Euclidean distance (i.e., straight-line
distance) between the start and end nodes of the bus route.
The greater the nonlinear coefficient, the more tortuous
is the bus route. The nonlinear coefficient constraint can
effectively limit the size of the set of candidate bus routes





1.0 ≤ 𝜂𝑘 ≤ 1.4 (19)
where 𝜂𝑘 is the nonlinear coefficient of bus route 𝑘; 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑘 is
the straight-line distance between the start and end nodes
of bus route 𝑘.








where 𝑞dir is the total passenger demand that can be
satisfied without transfer; 𝜆min is the minimum percent-
age of passenger demand that should be satisfied without
transfer.
3.2.4 Departure headway
The departure headway constraint, to a certain extent,
helps avoid extreme situations where the passenger flow
is too concentrated:
𝑓𝑘,min ≤ 𝑓𝑘 ≤ 𝑓𝑘,max (21)
where 𝑓𝑘,min and 𝑓𝑘,max are the minimum and maxi-
mum values of the departure headway of bus route 𝑘,
respectively.
3.2.5 Flow conservation
The total bus travel demand boarding at each node is equal







where 𝐑𝐊𝑖 is the set of bus routes passing through node 𝑖;
𝑞𝑖,𝑘 is the passenger flow choosing bus route 𝑘 at node 𝑖.
The passenger flow on each link 𝑙 is equal to the sum







𝑞𝑖𝑗 ⋅ 𝜏 (23)
𝜏 =
{
0; 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝑙 ∉ 𝐿𝑖𝑗
1; 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝑙 ∈ 𝐿𝑖𝑗
(24)






𝑞𝑖𝑗 ⋅ 𝜏 ⋅ 𝜌 (25)
𝜌 =
{
0; 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝑙 ∉ 𝐿𝑖𝑗 𝑜𝑟 𝑘 ≠ line𝑖,𝑗,𝑙
1; 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝑙 ∈ 𝐿𝑖𝑗 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑘 = line𝑖,𝑗,𝑙
(26)
where 𝑞𝑘,𝑙 is the passenger flow of bus route 𝑘 on link 𝑙;
line𝑖,𝑗,𝑙 is the number of the bus route used by the travel
demand between nodes 𝑖 and𝑗 on link 𝑙.
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4 RLGA-BASED SOLUTION
ALGORITHM
The relationship between objectives𝑍1,𝑍2, and the control
variable 𝐗𝑦 cannot be expressed in the form of a specific
function. Hence, the solution process will be complex and
difficult to control. The single-objective approximation is
thus selected to solve the proposed bi-objective problem.𝑍1
in Equation (5) is used as the objective function while the
objective function 𝑍2 in Equation (6) is transformed into a
constraint. The bi-objective model turns into the following
single objective model:
max 𝑍1 (27)
subject to Equations (17)–(26), and
𝑍2 ≤ 𝜑 ⋅ 𝑍2,min (28)
where 𝜑 is a coefficient and 𝜑 ≥ 1; 𝑍2,min is the minimum
total cost. The value of 𝜑 depends on the decisionmaker’s
acceptability of the total cost. The minimum total cost
𝑍2,min is not given in advance. Its value changes with the
change of the transit network size.
TRNDP is a kind of NP-hard combination optimization
problem. The heuristic search algorithm, especially GA,
is usually used for solution. However, when the number
of nodes is large, the traditional GA is prone to prema-
ture convergence, whichmakes it difficult to obtain a good
result. In this study, an RLGA is developed to solve the
E-TRNDP. In the solution process, after determining the
number of bus routes in the transit network, 𝑍2 in Equa-
tion (6) is taken as the objective function. Then the tradi-
tional GA is used to calculate 𝑍2,min.
4.1 Solution framework
Q-learning is a commonly used reinforcement learning
(RL) method. Watkins and Dayan (1992) first proposed Q-
learning as a kind of RL method similar to the dynamic
programming. It is used to describe and solve the agent
problem in the process of interacting with the environ-
ment through learning strategies to maximize returns or
achieve specific goals. Q-learning is also another expres-
sion of Markov Decision Process (C. Liu & Murphey,
2020; Strehl et al., 2009). The principle of the method
is shown in Figure 4. Core concepts of the Q-learning
approach are that the decision-making system selects one
action from the finite set of actions at each step, and the
action influences the environment. When the environ-
ment accepts the action, the state shifts and a reward is
given.
F IGURE 4 The principle of Q-learning
TABLE 1 Procedure of the solution methodology
Step 1: Generate the set 𝐒 including all candidate bus routes
satisfying constraints in Equations (17) and (19).
Step 2: Initialize the Q_Table and define the concept of
population diversity 𝑀.
Step 3: Gt is the 𝑡th generation population.𝑀𝑡 is the diversity of
population 𝐺𝑡 . Generate an initial population randomly.
Give 𝑡 an initial value (𝑡 = 1). Each chromosome 𝐗𝑦 is a
subset of 𝐒. Set 𝛼 and 𝛽. According to the fitness 𝑍1(𝐗𝑦)
and 𝑀𝑡 , divide 𝐺𝑡 into three subpopulations.
Step 4: Each subpopulation is inherited once by GA and the
new (𝑡 + 1)th population is recombined.
Step 5: Calculate the diversity𝑀 of the new population. Update
the Q_Table and select an action to determine the new
𝛼 and 𝛽. Redistribute three subpopulations.
Step 6: Judge whether the GA has converged. If yes, output the
optimal transit network; otherwise, return to Step 3.
Step 7: Judge whether constraints in Equations (20) and (21)
are satisfied by the optimal solution. If yes, output the
optimal solution; otherwise, judge the second-best
solution.
RLGA is a method of nesting RL outside MGA with
GA as the core. Combining RL with GA is to reduce the
effects of premature convergence. First, a population diver-
sity function 𝑀 (as shown in Equation (29)) is introduced,
which represents the degree of difference between individ-
uals in the genetic population (Wang et al., 2011). Then,
according to the population diversity 𝑀 and two propor-
tion values (i.e., the proportion of breeding population 𝛼
and the proportion of retained population 𝛽), the popula-
tion can be divided into three subpopulations. GA is then
applied to each subpopulation. The role of RL in the proce-
dure is to guide the distribution of subpopulations accord-
ing to the diversity of existing populations, so as to obtain
the next generation with higher diversity. The procedure
of the solution methodology and principles of RLGA are
shown in Table 1 and Figure 5. A candidate solution, that
is, a plan of transit network, to the E-TRNDP is deter-
mined by a set of bus routes 𝐗𝑦 . When the initial popu-
lation is generated, the size of the population (denoted by
𝑌), that is, howmany individuals (i.e.,𝐗𝑦) the initial popu-
lation 𝐺1 contains, is first determined. Then the size of the
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F IGURE 5 RLGA-based solution framework
target transit network 𝑁𝑋 (i.e., the number of candidate
bus routes in 𝐗𝑦) is determined. After that, 𝑌 individu-
als with each individual 𝐗𝑦 containing 𝑁𝑋 candidate bus
routes are randomly generated from the candidate bus
route set 𝐒. In the solution process, the population size 𝑌
is set to be large, which can greatly cover all bus routes in
the candidate bus route set. Then in the genetic process, it
will continue to mutate, so that the unselected bus routes





















where 𝑌 is the population size, that is, the number of indi-
viduals (i.e., chromosomes) in the population;𝐗𝑦 is the 𝑦th
individual that denotes a plan of transit network; 𝑍1(𝑋𝑦) is
the fitness of 𝐗𝑦 which denotes the objective function in
Equation (5); Num𝑦 is the number of individuals different
from 𝐗𝑦 in the population.
In the genetic process, the fitness values of individu-
als in each generation are calculated and recorded. There-
fore, constraints (20) and (21) can be judged sequentially
from the optimal individual according to the fitness value,
until the best individual that meets these two constraints
is found.
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TABLE 2 The set of states
State 𝕊𝟏 𝕊𝟐 𝕊𝟑 𝕊𝟒 𝕊𝟓
𝑀𝑡
𝑀1
[0, 0.2] (0.2, 0.4] (0.4, 0.6] (0.6, 0.8] (0.8, +∞]
4.2 Q-learning
Compared with the traditional single-population GA, the
MGA can reduce the risk of premature convergence to a
certain extent. Set the proportional coefficients 𝛼 and 𝛽
(𝛼 > 0, 𝛽 > 0, and 𝛼 + 𝛽 = 0.95). Divide the first genera-
tion of populations into three subpopulations𝐺𝑡,1,𝐺𝑡,2, and
𝐺𝑡,3. Among them, 𝐺𝑡,1 is the genetic population, in which
the individuals have higher reproductive ability, that is,
they have higher fitness. The newly set difference function
𝑈(𝑋𝑦) is used as the standard to generate the retained pop-
ulation 𝐺𝑡,2. 𝐺𝑡,3 is the optimal population of individuals,
and its proportion is set to be a small value. Hence, indi-
viduals with the best fitness values could be retained.
The genetic population 𝐺𝑡,1 is the main population,
which guarantees the evolution direction of the popula-
tion during the genetic process. The retained population
𝐺𝑡,2 retains themore diverse individuals in the population,
and to a certain extent, allows the inferior individuals in
the population to be retained, so as to ensure the diversity
in the evolution of the overall population and delay the pre-








|||𝑍1 (𝐗𝑦) − 𝑍1 (𝐗ℎ)||| (30)
4.2.1 The set of states
According to the ratio of the diversity of each generation
population 𝑀𝑡 to the initial population diversity 𝑀1, the
state space ?̃? is defined as follows:
?̃? = {𝕊1, 𝕊2, 𝕊3, 𝕊4, 𝕊5} (31)
The set of states is shown in Table 2.
4.2.2 The set of actions
The action here is to adjust the proportional coefficient,
and the action space ?̃? is defined as:
?̃? = {𝔸1, 𝔸2, 𝔸3} (32)
The set of actions is shown in Table 3.
TABLE 3 The set of actions
Action 𝔸𝟏 𝔸𝟐 𝔸𝟑
Implication α = α + 0.05
β = β − 0.05
α = α + 0
β = β − 0
α = α − 0.05
β = β + 0.05
TABLE 4 Pseudocode of GA
Encoding
Input an initial population 𝐺 = {𝐗1, 𝐗2, … 𝐗𝑦, … , 𝐗𝑌}
While 𝑡 ≤ 10,000: ∇𝑡 is a counting variable, which denotes
the generation of GA.
For 𝐗𝑦 in the population G:
Calculate fitness 𝑍1(𝐗𝑦) by Equation (5)
After selection, crossover, and mutation
𝐺←𝐺′
𝑡 = 𝑡 + 1
If 𝑍1(𝐗𝑦) converge:
Return 𝐗𝑦←𝑎rc max 𝑍1(𝐗𝑦)
4.2.3 Rewards
The solving process of GA is a process of continuously iter-
ating to find better individuals. The fitness value of the best
individual in the two generations of populations is used as














































As mentioned earlier, GA is the core of the solution
method. The pseudocode of GA is illustrated in Table 4.
4.3.1 Encoding and fitness calculation
The form of integer coding is adopted. Individual𝐗𝑦 is rep-
resented by an array of candidate bus routes. Each element
in the array represents a candidate bus route. Calculating
the fitness of individual 𝐗𝑦 is the most important step of
GA, as shown in Table 5. The objective function, that is,
the travel reliability of the transit network scheme 𝐗𝑦 , is
used as the fitness value.
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TABLE 5 The basic flow of fitness calculation
Step 1: According to the transit network scheme 𝐗𝑦 , the
shortest bus path of each OD pair is calculated.
Links, intersections, and transfer information for the
shortest bus path is meanwhile recorded.
Step 2: Transit assignment is completed based on the input
of the OD demand matrix and constraints (22)–(26).
Passenger flows on segments of each bus route in 𝐗𝑦
is calculated.
Step 3: On the basis of transit assignment results, the
departure headways and the number of electric buses
required for operation for each bus route can be
calculated.
Step 4: The travel reliability 𝑅𝑖𝑗 between each OD pair is
calculated using Equations (8) and (9).
Step 5: The objective function 𝑍1(𝐗𝑦) is calculated using
Equation (5).
Transit assignment is an important part in the proce-
dures of fitness calculating. The objective function involves
the requirement of crowdedness, and transit assignment is
the basis for calculating the number of buses required for
operation. It is necessary to calculate the passenger flow in
each link on each bus route under different transit network
schemes. Besides, because GA is used to solve the model,
with each new individual𝐗𝑦 , the transit assignment is con-
ducted once. Hence, the number of transit assignment is
huge. For each transit assignment, the following rules are
first formulated: (1) Passengers prefer to choose the bus
pathwith a shorter distance. (2)When there are several bus
paths with the same distance, passengers prefer to choose
the bus path that transfers later. (3) When there are several
nodes on the bus path that can be used for transfer, passen-
gers prefer to choose the node closer to the destination as
the transfer node.
Based on above assumptions, a Python script is written
to realize the transit assignment. The pseudocode is shown
in Table 6. 𝐗𝑦 is the transit network scheme with a set of
bus routes.Q is the bus travel demandmatrix. 𝑘 represents
the bus route number. 𝑙 denotes the number of road links.
𝑑 represents the travelling direction. 𝑑 = 0 is the upward
direction and 𝑑 = 1 is the downward direction. 𝑞𝑘,𝑙,𝑑 is the
passenger flow of link 𝑙 on bus route 𝑘 travelling in direc-
tion 𝑑. {𝐱𝑘} is the set of bus routes on the shortest bus path
𝐿𝑖𝑗 . {𝐥}𝑘 is the set of links on bus route 𝑘. 𝑑𝑘 is the direc-
tion of 𝐿𝑖𝑗 travelling along bus route 𝑘. 𝑞𝑖𝑗 is the demand
between node 𝑖 and node 𝑗.
According to the transit assignment method, the travel
demand between all nodes can be traversed. Then all the
passenger flows passing through the same bus route and
the same link can be superimposed to obtain the final pas-
senger flow for each link of each bus route.
TABLE 6 Pseudocode of transit assignment
Input 𝐗𝑦 and 𝐐
𝑞𝑘,𝑙,𝑑 = 0, ∀ 𝑘 ∈ 𝐗𝑦 , ∀ 𝑙 ∈ 𝐄, 𝑑 ∈ {0, 1}
Generate the adjacency matrix 𝐌𝑋𝑦 of transit network 𝐗𝑦
For 𝑖 in range(𝑛):
For 𝑗 in range(𝑛):
Calculate the shortest bus path 𝐿𝑖𝑗 from 𝑖 to 𝑗 using
Dijkstra algorithm based on 𝐌𝑋𝑦
Calculate {𝐱𝑘}, {𝐥}𝑘 , and 𝑑𝑘
For 𝑘 in {𝐱𝑘}:
For 𝑙 in {𝐥}𝑘 :
𝑑 = 𝑑𝑘 :
𝑞𝑘,𝑙,𝑑 = 𝑞𝑘,𝑙,𝑑 + 𝑞𝑖𝑗







𝑇𝑙 Normal distribution 𝑁(𝜇𝑙, 𝜎2𝑙 )
𝑇𝑤𝑡When 𝑇𝑤𝑡 = 0 – 𝑃 ( 𝑇𝑤𝑡 = 0) =
𝑔𝑤𝑡
𝑔𝑤𝑡+𝑟𝑤𝑡
When 𝑇𝑤𝑡 ≠ 0 Uniform distribution 𝑈(0, 𝑟𝑤𝑡)
𝑁𝑑𝑤 Poisson distribution 𝑁𝑃(𝜆𝑑𝑤)
𝑇𝑡𝑟 Uniform distribution 𝑈(0, 𝑓𝑡𝑟)
The calculation of 𝑅𝑖𝑗 is achieved utilizing the Monte
Carlo simulation. The travel time𝑇𝑙 of each road link, delay
𝑇𝑤𝑡 at each intersection, the number of passengers𝑁𝑑𝑤 on
board at each bus stop, and the transfer time 𝑇𝑡𝑟 at each
transfer bus stop are all set as random variables. The prob-
ability distributions of the random variables are shown in
Table 7 (Mazloumi et al., 2010; Rahman et al., 2018; Yan
et al., 2013).
In Table 7, 𝜇𝑙 is the mean travel time on segment 𝑙; 𝜎2𝑙
is the variance of travel time on segment 𝑙; 𝑔𝑤𝑡 is the effec-
tive green time of the signalized intersection 𝑤𝑡; 𝑟𝑤𝑡 is the
red phase time of the signalized intersection 𝑤t; 𝜆𝑑𝑤 is the
mean number of passengers arriving within a departure
interval at bus stop 𝑑𝑤; 𝑓𝑡𝑟 is the departure headway for
the transfer bus route.
The dwelling time 𝑇𝑑𝑤 at bus stop 𝑑𝑤 is calculated as
follows:
𝑇𝑑𝑤 = 𝑁𝑑𝑤 ⋅ 𝑡 + 𝑡stop + 𝑡start (34)
where 𝑡 is themean time consumed for a passenger getting
on the bus; 𝑡start is the lost time for bus starting; 𝑡stop is the
lost time for bus stopping.
If there are𝑚 segments, ℎ signalized intersections, 𝑟 bus
stops, and 𝑠 transfers between an OD pair, the calculation
procedure of 𝑅𝑖𝑗 is described in Table 8.
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TABLE 8 Pseudocode for the calculation of 𝑅𝑖𝑗
𝑅′ ← 0
While 𝑥 ≤ Times: ▽Times is the number of Monte Carlo
simulations
According to Table 7, generate 𝑚, ℎ, 𝑟, and 𝑠 random numbers
Calculate 𝑇𝑑𝑤 by Equation (34)
Calculate 𝑇𝑖𝑗 by Equation (4)
Calculate 𝛿𝑖𝑗 and 𝑇max𝑖𝑗






4.3.2 Selection, crossover, and mutation
Based on the cumulative probability, the population is
retained under “roulette rule.” Single-point crossover and
single-point mutation patterns are used (Figure 6).
5 CASE STUDIES
5.1 Mandl’s network
Mandl (1979) used a small network to test his transit net-
work design method, which was adopted subsequently as
benchmark network for transit network design problems,
as shown in Figure 8a. The proposed method aims at elec-
tric transit network design. To conduct a more realistic
TABLE 9 Parameters setting of Mandl’s network
Parameter Value Parameter Value
𝛿max 1 𝜆min 0.6
𝐿𝐸𝑁min 6 km 𝜑 1.1
𝑓𝑘,min 3 min 𝐿𝐸𝑁max 8 km
𝑔𝑤𝑡 40 s 𝑓𝑘,max 30 min
𝑟𝑤𝑡 40 s 𝜇𝑙 𝐿𝑙∕𝑣𝑙
𝜎𝑙 0.1𝐿𝑙∕𝑣𝑙 𝜆𝑑𝑤 𝑓𝑘 ⋅ 𝑞𝑖,𝑘∕60
comparison, the following assumptions are made for this
benchmark network: (1) Charging facilities in the road net-
work are sufficient, that is, there are enough charging facil-
ities at each node. (2) Intersections are controlled with the
same cycles and green splits. (3) The passenger flow at the
peak hour accounts for 30% of the total bus travel demand
(Yan et al., 2013). Then the same parameters are set (as
shown in Table 9) and methods in existing studies (Baaj &
Mahmassani, 1991; Chakroborty, 2003; Mahdi et al., 2015;
Mandl, 1979; Shih&Mahmassani, 1994; Yan et al., 2013) are
used to solve the E-TRNDP of Mandl’s road network. OD
travel demands can be referred to in Mandl (1979).
It is suggested that 𝜁 may be between 1.3 and 1.6
(Leurent, 1997; X. Xu et al., 2018). Land Transport Mas-
terplan (Land Transport Authority of Singapore, 2008) in
Singapore proposed that average public transport jour-
ney times would be reduced from 1.7 times of that by
car today to 1.5 times by 2020 to make public transport
more competitive relative to cars. Hence, the sensitivity
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F IGURE 6 Selection, crossover, and mutation
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F IGURE 7 The trend of travel reliability
with the change of 𝜁
 
(a) Mandl’s road network  
 















































F IGURE 8 Mandl’s road network and the result for E-TRNDP by the proposed method
analysis of the coefficient 𝜁 is conducted. Its value is set
to be between 1.1 and 2.0. Calculation results of the travel
reliability for different methods in existing studies (Baaj &
Mahmassani, 1991; Chakroborty, 2003; Mahdi et al., 2015;
Mandl, 1979; Shih & Mahmassani, 1994; Yan et al., 2013)
are shown in Figure 7. With the change of 𝜁, the travel reli-
ability for different methods first grows rapidly, and then
grows slowly. The travel reliability difference is small in
two ends and large in the middle. Hence, it is feasible to
use a fixed value of parameter 𝜁 as a reference for tran-
sit network design. 𝜁 is thus set to be 1.6, which is benefi-
cial for distinguishing different individual fitness values in
the GA.
The solution of E-TRNDP is realized by RLGA and the
resulted transit network using the proposed method with
𝜁 = 1.6 is illustrated in Figure 8b. Figure 9 shows the con-
vergence process of RLGA. It can be observed that when
the curve is close to convergence, the curve still appears
a small fluctuation due to the action of RLGA and muta-
tion rules, which can reduce the influence of premature
convergence to some extent. The performance of RLGA is
investigated through comparing it with MGA, as shown in
Figures 10 and 11. It can be seen from Figure 10 that com-
pared with MGA, RLGA has higher population diversity
in the convergence process, which is beneficial to avoid
premature convergence. Figure 11 shows that MGA con-
verges faster. In RLGA, due to the larger differences among
populations in the iterative process, the probability of bet-
ter individuals continuously emerging is higher, and the
convergence process is slower. But the convergence results
have higher fitness.
Moreover, based on transit networks resulted from the
methods in existing studies (Baaj & Mahmassani, 1991;
Chakroborty, 2003; Mandl, 1979; Shih & Mahmassani,
1994; Yan et al., 2013; Mahdi et al., 2015), corresponding
travel reliability values and the total costs when 𝜁 = 1.6 are
summarized in Table 10. Through comparative analysis, it
can be found that:
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F IGURE 9 Convergence process of RLGA
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F IGURE 11 The evolution of RLGA and MGA










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































F IGURE 1 2 Road network and charging facilities
1. For methods of Mandl (1979), Baaj and Mahmas-
sani (1991), Shih and Mahmassani (1994), Chakroborty
(2003), andMahdi et al. (2015), the total mileages of bus
routes are shorter. But the average travel time is longer,
and thus travel reliability of the resulted transit systems
is reduced.
2. Fewer bus routes and shorter bus mileages may not
reduce the number of buses required for operation
or the total cost. As the travel demand is stable,
when the number of bus routes is fewer and the
total mileage is shorter, the departure headways of bus
routes will increase. The number of buses required for
operation does not necessarily decrease significantly.
Besides, travel time of passengers may also increase.
Hence, though transit networks in Mandl (1979) and
Chakroborty (2003) have fewer bus routes, the total
costs are relatively higher.
3. Compared with the study by Yan et al. (2013), the pro-
posed method obtains almost the same travel reliabil-
ity at 6% lower total cost. The proposed method pur-
sues high travel reliability and meanwhile considers
cost constraints.
5.2 Network of Zhengzhou city
A large road network based on arterial roads in Zhengzhou
city (as shown in Figure 12) is used in this section for
case study. The layout of existing charging facilities is also
shown in Figure 12. There are total 42 nodes, 73 links, and
TABLE 11 Parameters setting of the network of Zhengzhou
city
Parameter Value Parameter Value
𝜁 1.6 𝜆min 0.6
𝛿max 1 𝜑 1.1
𝐿𝐸𝑁min 15 km 𝐿𝐸𝑁max 30 km
𝑓𝑘,min 3 min 𝑓𝑘,max 30 min
38 charging facilities. The cycle lengths for intersections
are all set as 80 s, and the green time ratios are all set as
0.5. The travel demand for each OD pair is 10 persons/h.
The average operation speed on each link is 40 km/h. The
coefficient of variation for travel time of each link is set as
0.3. Other parameters are shown in Table 11.
All calculation scripts are written using Python. Because
of the relatively large scale of the road network and the
relatively complex structure of the proposed solution algo-
rithm, the calculation complexity is high. The genetic alge-
bra of GA is set to 500 generations. The calculations are
conducted using the proposed method when the transit
network contains 7–12 bus routes. In the environment of
an ordinary small workstation (Intel R© Xeon R© CPU E5-
2637v3@3.5 GHz, RAM: 64 GB), the time cost of script
running is 54,756 s when the transit network contains 11
bus routes. The calculation results of the six scenarios are
shown in Table 12 and Figure 13. It can be found in Fig-
ure 13 that with the increase of the number of bus routes,
the travel reliability of the transit system increases. How-
ever, after reaching a certain value, the increase in travel
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7 0.596 210,251.5301 83,592.05107 293,843.5812 113.5 122
8 0.629 203,596.3221 107,062.7865 310,659.1085 133.4 156
9 0.696 177,965.6816 132,413.6943 310,379.3759 143.3 194
10 0.754 163,227.8483 132,220.0043 295,447.8526 165.5 192
11 0.760 162,924.8435 129,727.093 292,651.9365 190.2 190
12 0.771 161,038.7195 134,008.2107 295,046.9302 191.5 196
F IGURE 13 Travel reliability values and total costs of six scenarios
F IGURE 14 Transit network scheme with 11 bus routes
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TABLE 13 Comparison between transit network schemes considering only electric buses or only regular buses
Indexes Electric buses Regular buses
The number of bus routes 11 11
Travel reliability 0.760 0.768
The number of buses 190 166
The average distance between
the start and end nodes of all
bus routes and the nearest
charging station (km)
1.484 1.892
Total cost (yuan/day) 292,651.9 271,833.0
Purchase cost of buses
(yuan/day)
104,109.6 45,484.0
The cost of operation (yuan/day) 22,682.2 65,111.1
The cost of idle running
(yuan/day)
4002.7 0
Energy consumption 100 kWh/100 km 40 L/100 km
Unit price 0.85 yuan/kWh 6.1 yuan/L
reliability starts to slow down. Meanwhile, as the number
of bus routes increases, the operator cost increases gradu-
ally. But the user cost is reduced accordingly. After going
up and then down, the total cost tends to be stable. The
scenario with 11 bus routes, which has a travel reliability
value of 27.5% higher than the minimum travel reliability
and has the minimum total cost, is selected as the optimal
transit network scheme.
The transit network scheme with 11 bus routes is shown
in Figure 14. Its mileage is 190.2 km. The node coverage
is 100%, indicating that passengers at each node can be
served by buses. The number of nodes passing by two or
more bus routes is 28, accounting for 66.7% of the total
nodes. In the case of limited number of bus routes, the lay-
out of the transit network is reasonable.
To obtain an optimal network design outcome when
all buses are regular ones, we modify our electric tran-
sit model by setting the charging time as zero and using
parameters associated with regular buses. The comparison
in Table 13 demonstrates that: (1) Travel reliability values
are almost the same. (2) As regular buses are not affected
by the charging process, the number of buses required for
operation is less than that of the transit network consid-
ering only regular buses. (3) The average distance between
the start and end nodes of bus routes and the nearest charg-
ing station for the transit network considering only regular
buses is farther, indicating that the charging strategy con-
straint works in the proposed methodology. (4) Although
in terms of the total cost, the transit network considering
only electric buses does not show big advantages. The cost
of operation for the transit network considering only elec-
tric buses is far less than that for the transit network con-
sidering only regular buses. Especially with the decrease
of the prices of batteries, electric buses, and charging facil-
ities, and taking the environmental benefits into account,
the advantages of electric buses will gradually emerge.
6 CONCLUSION
This study defines travel reliability as the ability for bus
passengers to reach desired destinations within given
travel time budget constraints and service level constraints.
An optimization method for E-TRNDP considering both
the travel reliability and the total cost is proposed. To
solve the problem, an RLGA-based solution methodology
is developed. During the solution process, only the popula-
tion diversity is used as the standard for state division, and
the diversity interval is divided into more intervals. For the
reward feedback part, the fitness value of the largest indi-
vidual in the population is used instead of the average fit-
ness value as the reward feedback standard.
Comparisons with other methods are first made based
on Mandl’s (1979) road network. Results show that com-
pared with MGA, RLGA has higher population diversity
in the convergence process and the convergence result
has higher fitness. A large road network in the context of
Zhengzhou city is then taken as another case study. Calcu-
lation results suggest that the proposedmodel and solution
approach could effectively improve the travel reliability of
the transit network and meanwhile consider the total cost
constraint.
However, there are still some limitations in this work.
As the calculation script is written in a dynamic language,
that is, Python, the script structure is single-threaded and
the calculation time is too long. In the future, methods
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such as parallel calculation will be introduced to improve
the efficiency of calculation. The transit assignment rules
are mainly based on the shortest bus path. Capacity limits
are important factors to be considered in the future work.
Charging infrastructure is closely related to the transit net-
work design. Considering the charging stations at fixed
locations and the charging strategy that the bus will be
charged every time it completes a service trip (i.e., charged
during layover) are two other limitations of this study. It
is expected that the influence of range anxiety is consid-
ered in more depth and detail in the future work. Wireless
charging technology for an electric bus is helpful for solv-
ing the issue of limited driving range (Khan et al., 2019).
Besides, the charging schedule and the size of the charg-
ing station may cause bus to queue in the station (Mencía
et al., 2019). The size of the charging station will be con-
sidered in themodeling. Furthermore, this study combines
themachine learning with GA, in whichmachine learning
adopts RL. In the follow-up research, the effects of combin-
ing different learning methods (Ahmadlou & Adeli, 2010;
Pereira et al., 2020; Rafiei & Adeli, 2017; Rokibul Alam
et al., 2020; Sørensen et al., 2020) with GA will be inves-
tigated. In future extensions, effects of other distribution
types for random variables may also be addressed.
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